SUBMISSION
HASTINGS DISTRICT COUNCIL
KEIRUNGA GARDENS
THE NEXT 10 YEARS

INTRODUCTION
Keirunga a special and historic green space in Havelock Havelock North which is facing a steady
population growth. For this reason alone Keirunga deserves a cohesive design plan which in the
opinion of the author is currently lacking.
The author in association with Johno Ormond, Pat Turley and Jeff Whittaker, invested a major
amount of time, 12 months, donated and raised money from the community to save the stand of
old oak trees on Arthurs Path.
This community endorsed project was successful.
One year on progress with the restoration of the Woodland is making slow but steady progress.
In the opinion of the author and others Keirunga, the site, lacks design focus, Keirunga’s various
functions and the landscape are seen by users and Council as a group of separate entities i.e The
Miniature railway, the Homestead, Stadacona and the much neglected Arthurs Path.
This submission follows on from the one the author made 27th February 2019
Keirunga Tree Management Plan Arthurs Path Exotic Woodland Area.
In attempt to offer a more integrated focus to this valuable community asset the submission is
made up of three parts.
1.

The lawn area corner of Tanner and Puflet Roads establish a Foragers Orchard, the author
has secured, cost free all the trees required for the site.

2.

The area of in the main grassland at the Southern end of the Arthurs Path up to the lawn
area above the miniature railway, heavily plant as a Titoki Bush.

3.

The lawn area at the top of Arthurs Path and running down to the Miniature Railway, part be
developed as a recreation area for families.

4.

The area to be protected from South winds by a semicircular, robust but simple pergola. The
structure will provide shelter from the worst wind and shade during the Summer

Keirunga the whole is about the community more can be done in its ongoing development to
encourage a higher level of community (family) involvement with the site by offering a more
diverse range of activities, complimenting those already there.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The establishment of a Titoki Bush running up from the old oaks above Arthurs Path would
complete the backbone of Keirunga

2.

Should community agreement be reached on the included project a planned approach be
taken to ascertain the soil type on which the Foragers Garden is proposed.

3.

Call for volunteers to work with HDC staff to set up the orchard and the Titoki Bush.

4.

Prior to planting all irrigation, trickle, is set inplace.

5.

All trees planted to be protected from rabbit damage with spray guards and 2 canes to
ensure they stay inplace.

6.

The improvement to the tracks plus the amount of new planting must be protected from
irresponsible and destructive bike riders.
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Titoki berries

Titoki leaves
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1

THE LAWN AREA CORNER OF TANNER AND PUFLET ROADS

Currently the road boundaries are planted with Silver Birch betula alba trees of various ages and
health, plus a few Crab Apple trees malus species.
There is a modest pergola with nothing growing on it the rest of the site is grassed.
The area in the main is used for exercise, walking and dog walking
The recommendation being that the site is turned into a community led and in the main
maintained by the community a Foragers Orchard.
The initial concept raised by Chris Freeman HDC during a walk at Arthurs Path he suggested that a
few fruit trees could be an asset.
The utilisation of this site for the growing of fruit and nut bearing trees could become an important
focus for families, in time children exposed to this initiative may seek a career in horticulture.
The planned wide spacing of trees will not preclude walkers enjoying the space as they have
always done
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The selection of plant material.
The primary focus being the inclusion of plants that do not require the application of chemicals to
the trees or at ground level for weed control.
The selection of plants has been made on the basis that they require the minimum if any pruning.
The site is probably pan based, pilot holes will be required to ascertain the depth if there is pan.
Assuming there is pan and not too deep an auger hole to be drilled under the site of each tree
allowing the roots to reach down to the subsoil.
Irrigation to each tree to be provided by a trickle line in the form of a circle round each plant,
1.5m diameter, estimate depending on tree size 4 drippers per plant.
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PLANT RECOMMENDATIONS.
Apples an obvious choice have not been included as regular applications of fungicide required
to control Black Spot Venturia inequalis is not practical or desirable.
Walnut 3 trees of named varieties to become the main focus spaced at 10m
Pear Keiffer Hybrid, 2 trees spacing 5m
Keiffer first appeared in Philadelphia in the 1870’s a natural cross between Asian and European
pears on Peter Keiffers orchard.
A strong growing tree with large crunchy juicy fruit of long storage.
Autumn colour can be quite spectacular with yellow to orange leaves.
A compelling reason for including the Keiffer pear in the garden is its virtually total resistance the
disease Fireblight erwinia amylovora which can and does devastate Pear and at times apple
orchards.
Plums 10 trees, including 2 Prune Plum, spacing 5m. The inclusion of older varieties for the reason
of regular cropping left unpruned can form attractive spreading trees.
Feijoa, The better selection of varieties with regular cropping at different times makes for a longer
season.
A semi hedge of about 30m be planted 2.5m spacing along the top of the bank on the South
Western side of the area.
Persimmon Variety Fuyu, 2 trees 7m spacing.
Persimmon a handsome small to medium sized tree, Tui and Bellbird love the fruit Mulberry Black
morus nigra 1 tree dark boysenberry shaped fruit also the young leaves used in culinary dishes.
The author has gained commercial sponsorship for all the plants. recommended
A local contractor has offered to annually supply 2 large round bales of hay for mulch.
The installation of a notice board mapping all varieties included in the planning would be an
asset.
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2
THE AREA IN THE MAIN GRASSLAND AT THE SOUTHERN END OF 		
ARTHURS PATH UP TO THE LAWN AREA ABOVE THE MINIATURE RAILWAY.
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The Northern Hemisphere oaks above Arthurs Path have created a powerful cathedral like
statement forming a partial backbone to Keirunga gardens.
The grassed area at the Southern end of Arthurs Path populated with a few nondescript trees and
shrubs deserves better

The recommendation would be to densely plant the entire grassed area with the handsome
indigenous lowland coastal evergreen tree, Titoki Alectryon excelsus (New Zealand Ash, Oak)
which flourishes in Hawkes Bay.
Titoki is a very important tree to Maori for the hard strong timber, wide range of medicinal uses and
the oil they extracted from the seeds.
The selection of such an important tree as Titoki lightly interspersed with Puriri Vitex lucens and
Nikau Rhopalostylis sapida with the local broad leafed Kowhai Sophora tetraptera on the fringes.
The above selection under caring management would in time create a powerful statement of
indigenous trees, completing the backbone by linking to the Oaks on Arthurs Path.
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To walk under the existing Oaks then move up the path under the beautiful Titoki would be an
amazing experience.
The effect would become a subtle linking of two cultures
Recommendation, plant Tree Lucerne Chamaecytisus palmensis as a nurse tree for the young
indigenous trees.
The benefit of including Tree lucerne (Tagasaste)
1.

Provide shelter

2.

Deep rooting can withstand drought

3.

Nitrogen fixing

4.

Kereru literally graze on the flowers and young shoots, providing valuable winter food.

5.

Birds such as Kereru, Tui return year after year to a food site. Titoki berries are a favourite
food.
The fact that they would be grazing the Tree Lucerne the young Titoki once they started
producing would be soon noticed by Kereru, thus providing a strong and permanent food
source

6.

Tree Lucerne responds to pruning from light to heavy, as the Titoki grow the Tree lucerne
would be trimmed accordingly allowing light wells for the Titoki, Puriri,Nikau and Kowhai.

The early years trickle irrigation to each tree would be required ensuring the steady growth of all
trees.
Plant numbers estimate on a 4 X 4 m grid would be approximately 400 trees.
Should the plan be given approval an accurate number will be provided.
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THE FINAL STAGE.

The grassed plateau at the the top of Arthurs Path then moving down to the Miniature Railway.

This area has totally unrealised potential as a family, residents space for play and relaxation.
With clever and simple design it could literally be the jewel in the crown
The flatfish area at the top of the path through the proposed Titoki bush, this requires some
medium earth levelling plus a wood post retaining wall on the South side.
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The area is exposed to the South winds and to a
lesser degree the West.
The construction of a simple strong pergola in
a semi circular shape would protect the area
from the cold wind.

I am prepared to speak to this proposal.

David Cranwell
35 River Road

Pergola length would be approximately 40m.
RD12
the structural roof beams would have lighter
laths affixed to them allowing climbers such
as the Indigenous Tecomanthe speciosa vine
to spread providing shade and shelter. Out
from the pergola could be laid out petanque
area, a large sized chess board, community
barbecue etc.

Havelock North 4294
david@temataconsultants.com
M 021 50 3000

The existing trees would benefit in growth terms
if the were attached to trickle drippers, by
increasing their volume more shade to picnic
parties, preferable to erecting shade cloth.
I have discussed this concept with an
architecture design company who are looking
at a proposal.
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